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Introduction and Definition of Public Realm 

Charlotte, North Carolina is a city of approximately 800,000 people and the center of a metropolitan 

area of approximately 2.5 million people.  It is located in the southern piedmont region of the state of North 

Carolina in the southeastern United States.  It has grown from a relatively sleepy southern city into a thriving 

and bustling metropolis over the past ten to twenty years.  The central area of Charlotte has seen a large amount 

of office development, new residential construction, and a growth in entertainment and retail opportunities. 

This development in the core of the city has occurred at such a rapid pace that there has not been 

adequate attention paid to the public realm.  The public realm can be defined as, “the external places in our 

towns and cities that are accessible to all. These are the everyday spaces that we move through and linger 

within, the places where we live, work and play.”
1
  In order for Charlotte to remain vibrant it must strike a 

balance between the fast pace of development and the public realm. 

History of Office/Residential Development in Central Charlotte 

Let’s first review the “waves” of development that have occurred in central Charlotte.  In the 1960’s and 

1970’s the leaders of Charlotte participated in the urban renewal that took place in many cities across North 

America in an attempt to compete with the booming suburban population and the proliferation of suburban 

shopping malls and office parks.  The dramatic demolition that took place in central Charlotte caused planners, 

developers, and economic developers to essentially be forced to “start from scratch”, as far as creating a viable 

urban environment. 

In 1978 central Charlotte had a limited amount of office space (See Figure 1) as a result of the dramatic 

“urban renewal” that took place.  There was very little else besides the office space shown in Figure 1.  Central 

Charlotte remained a suburban office park in the center of a growing city.  In the 1990’s and the first decade of 

the 21
st
 century Charlotte evolved into a major financial center eventually becoming the headquarters of Bank 

of America and the east coast headquarters of Wells Fargo Bank, NA.  By 2012 the amount of office space in 

central Charlotte had grown dramatically to approximately 21 million square feet.
2
   

Portland, Oregon, by comparison, has approximately 21 million square feet in its central business 

district.
 3
  As Charlotte’s office space has grown in the center city along with the increasing national trend of the 

desire to reside in the urban core, residential development has dramatically increased as well.  However, the 

public realm has been neglected with very little common space such as parks, plazas, and street level retail 

being developed and/or provided for the existing office workers and newly minted residents.  This issue must be 
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addressed for central Charlotte.  The focus has been on economic development in the form of office space 

development to accommodate employees, and not on the well-being of the general public. 

                           

Figure 1        Figure 2 

                    

Figure 1: Charlotte 1976 by Kugler Studios, courtesy of Levine Museum of the New South  

Figure 2: Atlantic Cities; Charlotte Skyline, 2013 

 In addition to the dramatic addition of office space, central Charlotte has also seen a dramatic increase in 

residential development and a subsequent population boom.  In 2012 central Charlotte had a population of 

approximately 17,695 according to Figure 3 below.  This total includes the central core and South End, which is 

a neighborhood directly south of the central business district. 

 

 Figure 3: Central Charlotte Population, “2012 State of the Center City: Charlotte” 
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This residential development is primarily in the form of townhomes, mid-rises, and high rise apartments 

and/or condominiums.  The population in this area has increased and continues to increase as shown in Figure 4 

below.  This area, with a population of approximately 17,695, has easy access to approximately 2.1 million  

  

Figure 4: Housing Market Growth, “2012 State of the Center City: Charlotte” 

square feet of retail space in the core business district, and 2.5 million square feet in the South End 

neighborhood, which is more automobile oriented.  700,000 of this amount was delivered to the market between 

2008 and 2012.  This is a total of 4.6 million square feet of retail space in central Charlotte, but with only 2.1 

million accessible to the approximately 15,000 people within the urban core.  Charlotte’s retail core is 
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Figure 5: Central Charlotte Retail, “2012 State of the Center City: Charlotte” 

comprised primarily of restaurants, as shown in Figure 6, at 36 percent of the total retail space distribution.  

Many of these restaurants are high end restaurants such as the Capital Grille, McCormick and Schmicks, 

Morton’s, Dean & Deluca’s, and others. 

 

Figure 6: Uptown Retail Distribution, “2012 State of the Center City: Charlotte” 

The majority of this retail space in the center city is contained within the Overstreet Mall to 

accommodate office workers.  The Overstreet Mall is a series of interconnected skywalks connecting office 

buildings in central Charlotte.   
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By comparison, Portland’s retail core, which contains 2.4 million square feet of supportable retail, has a 

much more balanced and diverse mix of retail options.  It has 22 percent of space dedicated to restaurants, 23 

percent to apparel and general merchandise, 13 percent to food stores, and 9 percent to personal services
4
.  

Portland’s retail core is much more weighted towards residents than Charlotte’s is.  Central Charlotte’s 

distribution and concentration of retail in the Overstreet Mall, that caters to office workers, leaves its 15,000 

plus residents without adequate retail opportunities and without adequate access to the existing retail in the 

Overstreet Mall.   

 

 

 

Improving the Public Realm in Existing Conditions 

In current conditions, the residents of central Charlotte are in need of a more diverse and accessible mix 

of retail opportunities to carry out their daily lives and enjoy living in a vibrant urban center.  In the immediate 

future it is possible to improve access to the Overstreet Mall for existing residents.  There is limited access or 

visible access to the Overstreet Mall.  There are also very limited hours for the retail establishments.  The 

majority are open from 9am to 5 or 6pm.  The shops are also only accessible via private property.  You must 

enter a privately owned office environment to even see what stores have to offer.  I propose improving access to 

the Overstreet Mall system via the skywalks from street level and encouraging street level retail at these 

entrances.  See Figure 7 as an example of how an entryway to the Overstreet Mall might appear. 
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Figure 7: The Nicollet Skyway Links “The Crystal Stair” 

This example maintains the Overstreet Mall for the convenience of the office workers while giving 

residents easy and obvious access to its many establishments.  Also, a discernable map of the Overstreet Mall 

should be developed so that the system is cohesive and easy to navigate.  Minneapolis has a map such as this as 

shown in Figure 8.  Charlotte does not have a comprehensive map such as this.  While this may not be ideal, 

and look like a subway system map, it would improve the ability of all to access retail establishments. 

Access from the Overstreet Mall should also be made easy at specific locations such as parks and 

entertainment destinations.  Some opportunities also exist at numerous plazas and water fountains that are often 

unused most of the time. 

 

Figure 8: Minneapolis Downtown Skyway Map 

Improving the Public Realm vs. Economic Development   

 Improving the public realm is very important, and I feel that the entire Overstreet Mall should be 

dismantled.  I’d like to see all of the skywalks removed and all of the retail flow out onto the street for the 

residents of the urban core.  However, many office workers, building owners, and visitors seem to like the 

perceived safety of the Overstreet Mall and the ease of access from office to retail to car. 

 On a recent visit to the center city I asked my nine (9) year old daughter and seven (7) year old son what 

they thought about the walkways.  My daughter said that she likes the walkways above the street because it is 

“safer”.  They also commented on it not being as loud, and cleaner than outside.  They did seem more calm in 
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the Overstreet Mall and a little more nervous when we took the same routes by walking outside and crossing the 

intersections at street level.  They didn’t know that I was “using” them as part of my analysis of the current state 

of retail in central Charlotte.  Their sentiment is reflected by many others and poses a question.  Is the 

Overstreet Mall partially responsible for the ability of the city of Charlotte and real estate developers to attract 

and retain office tenants, and not “lose” these tenants to suburban office parks? 

 The walkways, tunnels, and hidden shops have often been referred to as “hamster tunnels” by local 

residents and office workers themselves.  Here are some pictures of the tunnels as seen from the street. 

 

Figure 9: Walkway over College Street      Figure 10: Walkway over Third Street 

  

Figure 11: Walkway over College Street      Figure 12: Walkway over College Street 
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Figure 13: Walkway over Fifth Street      Figure 14: Section without Walkway 

 Take a look at Figures 9 through 14.  Notice the difference in Figure 14 in comparison to the rest of the 

images.  Figure 14 doesn’t have a walkway and businesses are on the street along with more pedestrians.  The 

Figures that have the overhead walkways show very little pedestrian activity and a lack of retail.  Many 

thousands of people are in the buildings shown and the walkways, out of view of from the street. 

 Michael Smith, president of Charlotte Center City Partners in 2008, commented that, “the overstreet 

system is dilutive to creating a vibrant center city.”
5
  Bill Little, owner of one of the office buildings, stated that, 

“Mr. [Michael] Smith fails to see the big picture. Overstreet Mall is more than a series of pedestrian bridges 

connecting coffee shops and newsstands. Think of it, rather, as effectively bringing millions of square feet of 

office space under one roof. I know of no other U.S. city east of the Mississippi where more office space -- not 

to mention hotels, parking, retail, performing arts centers, and residential buildings -- can be accessed under 

cover.” 

 This sentiment is shared by others that work and visit the center city.  However, Mary Newsom points 

out that three (3) things must happen before more retail is seen in the center city:  

“First, better designed retail space has to be available -- the kind where you can walk past the store 

windows, see inside and go right in. You know, like old storefront buildings (example: inside the Latta Arcade) 

and like stores in shopping malls. Those mall folks understand window shopping. Architects who design office 

towers and grudgingly throw in required ground-floor retail space do not. 

 

Second, uptown needs a retail cluster. People like to shop where other shops are. Again, the shopping 

center developers understand this. Uptown not only doesn't have this cluster, there's little hope it will get one. 

The retail spaces built in recent years (required by the uptown zoning) are too scattered. The older retail spaces 

that might have served to link them together have almost all been demolished for the new towers. The only 

solution would be building a sort of outdoor-air shopping mall uptown. That's expensive. 

 

      Finally -- you knew I'd get here -- Overstreet Mall should transition to business support tenants: Printing 

companies, shoe repairs, cleaners, etc. I'd say it has to go, but the city in its infinite wisdom granted what 

amounts to perpetual rights-of-way over the streets. So the tunnels will be with us for years to come.” 

                                                           
5
 The Charlotte Observer; Newsom, Mary, “The Naked City”, August 1, 2008. 
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Since the writing of this article the second recommendation has been addressed.  A retail cluster has 

been developed at the corner of College Street and Trade Street and is named the EpiCentre.  Following are 

some pictures of the EpiCentre. 

  

Figure 15: EpiCentre “retail cluster”      Figure 16: EpiCentre “retail cluster” 

The EpiCentre has been very successful.  It is accessible via the Overstreet Mall and street level.  It is a 

multi-level complex consisting of many shops, restaurants, a bowling alley, a movie theater, and many other 

establishments. 

While this is a start, the center city is a much larger area than the one (1) block EpiCentre complex.  The 

overall issue of the overhead walkways must be addressed.  Following are some recommendations that could 

begin to address this issue and improve the public realm of central Charlotte at the same time. 

Conclusion/Recommendations 

 Charlotte’s “Center City 2020 Vision Plan” states that it, “Envisions a future in which Center City has a 

genuinely exciting and memorable shopping experience. Its distinctive niche retail stores, restaurants, bars, 

cafés, groceries and more support the needs of residents, businesses, employees and visitors. As a result, Center 

City is a compact and vibrant hub of shopping and round-the-clock entertainment. A strategic mix of local, 

regional and national establishments helps to distinguish Uptown retail from suburban malls and regional 

outlet stores. The Dynamic Shopping Experience supports Center City’s critical role as a great place to live, 

work, play, visit—and shop.” 

 The Center City 2020 Vision Plan also states that one of the challenges to a vibrant center city shopping 

environment is, “the inward orientation of Overstreet Mall, providing poor pedestrian access to its retailers who 

occupy interior second-story space and discouraging street level foot traffic, which is critical to the success of 

urban retail.” 

  

 This topic is still being debated on a continuous basis between groups in support of the Overstreet Mall, 

those against it, and those in favor of a balanced approach to retail.  Other cities have adopted different 

strategies to address overhead skyway systems.  Minneapolis has gone to the extreme of adopting architectural 

http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=J92eI1S6du-aqM&tbnid=snfSTP-4tLoqOM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://www.charlottemagazine.com/Charlotte-Magazine/February-2014/CIAA-Week-2014-Events-Friday-Feb-28/&ei=IQsKU_WWFcvwkQfogoDYBQ&bvm=bv.61725948,d.aWc&psig=AFQjCNF8gc35hddfB_dQRZjd6YCgUUB8Tg&ust=1393253485092682
http://www.google.com/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&docid=fiH-kNV04bm1fM&tbnid=rKHVGDpaqJTqdM:&ved=0CAUQjRw&url=http://patrickschneider.photoshelter.com/image/I0000YQc2oKo.v74&ei=AQwKU9bsAoOSkQe-x4CoCw&bvm=bv.61725948,d.aWc&psig=AFQjCNF8gc35hddfB_dQRZjd6YCgUUB8Tg&ust=1393253485092682
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design standards, access requirements, public safety requirements, signage design standards, and requiring 

standard hours of operation.
6
  Cincinnati is currently in the process of dismantling its skyway system.

7
   

 

 Therefore, the leaders of Charlotte must decide whether or not it completely dismantles its Overstreet 

Mall or whether it integrates it into the existing and newly developing urban fabric.  It must strike a balance 

between its desire to develop economically and its desire to become and remain a livable urban city.   

                                                           
6
 Minneapolis Skyway System – Standards and Procedures Manual, August 2013. 

7
 Yung, John, Urban Cincy, “The Story Behind Cincinnati’s Slowly Disappearing Skywalk System”, February 23, 2012. 


